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CRIMINALIZATION FOR SELF-INDUCED ABORTION WHEN SEEKING EMERGENCY 
MEDICAL CARE  

  
PURVI PATEL Case Study 
 
In 2015 Purvi Patel, an Indian-American woman living in Indiana, was convicted of feticide 
and felony child neglect based on the theory that she tried to self-induce an abortion and was 
sentenced to 20 years in prison.1 
 
Ms. Patel lived at home with her strict Hindu family that did not allow sex before marriage.2 In 
2013, she became pregnant and did not want to disclose her pregnancy to her family. In 
addition, Indiana is a state that leans heavily pro-life, where access to an abortion clinic was 
and has been made increasingly difficult and where clinics are likely to be surrounded by 
pro-life protestors.3 Indiana’s culture fuses abortion and shame. Furthermore, in Indiana, 
being a woman of color can be particularly isolating.4 
 
After allegedly taking pills that prompted a miscarriage, Patel experienced severe bleeding.5  
Afraid for her life and health, Patel drove, alone, to the hospital where she underwent an 
emergency surgery.6   
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Patel was reported to the authorities by the medical providers who treated her. The doctor 
who suspected she had an abortion called the police. When Patel awoke from sedation, the 
police were at her bedside and interrogated her. Patel was taken into police custody from the 
hospital.7  
 
At trial, Indiana’s state prosecutors argued that Patel prompted a miscarriage using pills she 
obtained on the internet and charged her under Indiana’s, then, feticide statute. In 2015, 
Patel was convicted of and sentenced to 20 years in prison for two contradictory felonies: 
feticide and felony child neglect.8  
 
Indiana’s feticide statute was passed in 1979 to criminally charge a person who kills a ‘viable 
fetus’ during a crime following a case in which a pregnant bank teller was shot in the 
abdomen during a robbery and subsequently lost her twin pregnancy.9 Despite the intent of 
the legislature, the prosecutor argued that the statute could be applied to a pregnant woman 
for ending her own pregnancy. 
 
The Indiana Court of Appeals eventually held that the feticide statute does not apply to a self-
induced abortion, but not before Patel had been incarcerated for three years.10 What should 
have been a private and personal experience ended up shaming, dehumanizing, and 
ostracizing a woman for simply seeking help.  
 
Despite the Court of Appeals decision, in February 2018, Indiana prosecutors charged 
another woman with feticide for her actions concerning her own pregnancy.  The case is still 
pending.11 Recently, on March 25, 2018, Indiana passed a revised feticide law that prohibits 
charges against pregnant women who self-induce a miscarriage.12 
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